HOW DOES ANALYTICS SUPPORT
OUR GDPR COMPLIANCE?
Groupcall Analytics offers incredible insight into your MIS data as well as data
from selected third parties, giving you a joined-up view across your Trust and the
means to make comparisons between schools at a national, regional or individual
level.

Access to data

One of the great things about using Analytics in your Trust is the number of people who will benefit from access to it. Because of the range of data used, Groupcall Analytics has been designed with security at its heart, leveraging the secure
transfer and audited data sharing of Xporter on Demand. This is built on the
exhaustive layers of Microsoft PowerBI security, and using Microsoft Azure to
safely and automatically aggregate your data.

Built on Microsoft PowerBI
Uses your Office 365 tenant
PowerBI role-based access
Aggregate summary reports
Individual person reports
Public datasets

Because Groupcall Analytics is deployed into your Trust’s own PowerBI tenancy, you can manage your staff’s access to data, giving you role-based access
control at a per user level. Because your PowerBI tenancy is not shared with
any other organisations, you have full control of security policies and procedures
applied to your users. To learn more about security and compliance features in
Microsoft PowerBI please search online for “PowerBI Security Whitepaper”.
The reports and dashboards within Analytics have been designed to provide a
split between those that only report aggregate summary data, those that include
drill-down into specific student records, and those that enable simple visualisation of public datasets. This enables you to control exactly which users can use
the platform to view personal data and which can only see information in aggregate without individual identifiers.

Individual Data Controls
Because Analytics uses Groupcall’s Xporter on Demand platform you can easily control
whether to exclude certain individuals from the Analytics platform, giving you full control over the movement of personal data on a person-by-person basis.

Personal data rights
Under GDPR the rights of an individual to request the data held about them is removed
by your organisation becomes stricter. Analytics will be providing a means to obtain a
Subject Access Request which reports all the personal data held by the service for a
selected person within your organisation. This report is provided in Microsoft Office so
you can easily manage the safe and secure storage of your due diligence. We will also
be adding a Right to be Forgotten wizard which will enable you, in suitable cases, to fully
remove an individual from the Analytics platform.

Audited data sharing
Individual person exclusion

